
 
ECCOMAS 2016 MS 614 – Young Investigators Minisymposium 
 
Dear colleagues and friends,  
 
In view of your research work, we would like to kindly invite you to submit an abstract for the Young 
Investigators Minisymposium that will take place within the ECCOMAS Congress, which will be held 
on the island of Crete, Greece, 5-10 June, 2016.  
 
This Minisymposium is organized by young investigators (all of which are members of the ECCOMAS 
Young Investigators Committee) for young investigators. The format is different from the regular 
ones to particularly attract young researchers.  

There are two possibilities for presentations: 

1. Presentation in pairs: 

Two presenters prepare and submit their abstract together. They should 
know each other but should not work at the same institution. The idea is to 
view a topic from two different perspectives, thus leading to intense 
discussions on pros and cons of the presented approaches. 
Presentations in pairs are allowed 1.5 times the time of regular talks. 

2. Presentation of things that did not work (as expected): 

This session is dedicated to those works which did not work or lead to 
different outcomes than expected. This gives the chance to present 
“negative” results. Authors should discuss why things went “wrong” with 
the aim to prevent others from falling into the same traps. 

 
Noteworthy, since the format of this MS is different from the regular ones, authors have the 
possibility to have a presentation in this MS in addition to a regular one in another session. 
 
In order to submit your abstract, first you need to register on the Congress website. After completing 
this pre-registration form (alternatively click Register at the top-right of the Congress webpage: 
ECCOMAS Congress 2016 website), you will receive an email to validate your Account. After 
validation, you will receive a second email with your Username and password, which will be used to 
login to your ECCOMAS Congress 2016 Account. From your Account Overview Menu click My 
Abstracts/My Papers and then click Submit an abstract. Choose Submit to Minisymposium, then 
Select MS, (choose MS 614 – Young Investigators Minisymposium) and proceed with the Abstract 
Submission.  
 
The deadline for Abstract Submission is November 29, 2015.  
 
Best regards, 
 
The Minisymposium Organizers 
Jaan-Willem Simon, Alexander Popp, Mahmood Jabareen, Joan Baiges 

http://www.eccomas2016.org/account/register
http://www.eccomas2016.org/

